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Solo night jock for KSJS
spins techno, house discs
during wee hours of morning

Today: Earth Day brings
synchronized swimming,
tree planting, ’knowledge’

Wednesday
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Former
employee
wanted

CLIMB
EVERY
MOUNTAIN

Interim sports information
director being sought for
impersonating an officer,
kidnapping and molestation

Education at elevation: Students
take a hike for grade, adventure
San Jose State University’s
beginning mountaineering class
is no walk in the park. The
human performance class is an
extreme trek that will take students to the top of the California
Sierras.
semester,
spring
Every
instructor and mountaineering
guide Lars Cuahlan teaches 20
SJSU students the fundamental
climbing techniques for a beginning level mountain climber
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Eric Abrams, a former interim sports
information director for the baseball team
at San (Jose State University, is a suspect
wanted by the San Francisco Police
Department for an outstanding arrest warrant.
An SFPD press release stated that
Abrams is suspected of impersonating a
and
officer
police
approaching a 13 -yearold male in the Bayview
district of San Francisco,
than ordering him to get
in his car. He allegedly
drove away with the
later
and
juvenile
released him. He later
approached two other
juveniles and attempted
the same thing, but was Eric Abrams
interrupted by the juveniles’ mother, according to the press release.
Abrams is charged vil,te_count of kidnapping, two counts of itampted kidnapping, two counts of impersonating a police
officer and one count of child molestation.
According to the SJSU sports information department. Abrams was employed
from February 1996 to May 1996.
Dewayne Tully, a spokesman for the San
Francisco Police Department Public Affairs
Office, said as (if Monday Abrams still had
not been found.
"He’s still at large in tbusSap Diego area,said Tully. "In other worcIetheWarrant hasn’t been served until he’s found.Tully said, if caught. Abrams would be
See Abrams, page 6
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By Yvette Anna Trejo

which include face climbing,
scaling a 90 degree angle; chimney climbing, ascending between
two cliffs about two to three feet
apart; traversing, rising in a zigzag pattern and rappelling,
descending on a rope.
To receive an "A" grade in the
class one must follow Cuahlan
on a six-hour hike from the
Boreal Ski Resort to the top of
Castle Peak, which extends
9,000 feet above sea level.
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Top Left: SJSU aviation
major David Smith catches
up to the lead group of the
beginning mountaineering
class as it ascends the final
portion of Castle Peak.
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Left: SJSU Mountaineering
Instructor Lars Cuahlan
explains the hidden dangers
snow cornices can cause
and how avalanches are created.
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Man shot
by police
on Hwy 17
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Photos and text
by Daniel Frohlich

By Mindy Leigh Griser
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CSU raises ante on frosh New Chancellor Reed
Incoming students must take entry, placement tests
By Ed Oherweiser
Stall \X nag.
All freshman entering San Jose State
University next fall, who don’t qualify for
exemption, will have to take the Entry
Level Mathematics examination and the
English Placement Test before they register
for their first semester of classes.
Raymond Lou, associate vice president
for curriculum and assessment at SJS1
said students who do not bring their skills
up to CSU standards within the first year
may be disenrolled and advised to return to
junior college.
Students are exempt from the math and
English tests if they achieve high enough
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the
ACT English Usage Test or their College
....need Placement tests, according
to Executive’ Order 665.
"It’s an incredibly complex issue). It’s captured the attention of the whole) state," said
Allison Jones, (’SIT Senior director of access
and retention.
Sandra Kajiwara, an SJSU reference
librarian, thinks at the heart of the problem
is the failure of the high schools.
"They’re not teaching grammar, or if they
are doing it, they’re doing very little."

hh
They’re (high schools) not
teaching grammar, or if
they are doing it, they’re
doing very little. There’s
very little emphasis on
the basics.
Sandra Kajiwara
SJSU reference librarian

Kajiwara said "There’s very little emphasis
on the basics
The exemption is mandated by Executive
Order number 665, cede ’Wed in 1996 by the
California State University Board of
Trustees in 1996, according to Allison
Jones, CSU senior director of access anti
retention.
If’ incoming students fail to .ichieve sufficient scores to qualify for university level
classes, they must take remedial classes tee
Sri. Tests, page

to visit, tour campus
By Leah Bower
Staff NX’riter

Charlie Reed, California
State University system’s
newest chancellor, will be touring San Jose State University
and meeting with student leaders Thursday.
"It is a get-aquainted
Reed said. "I just want to learn
about San Jose and the campus. I’m going to spend time
touring and walking the campus."
Reed, who began as chancellor March 1, will take a two
hour tour of SJSU before having lunch with President Caret,
Provost Linda Bain, college
deans and other officials,
according to Carol Menaker,
director of communication for
SJSU.
Associated Students Executive
Director Alfonso De Alba said
there is also a reception

planned for
4 p.m. in the
Engineering
Building,
Room 285.
All A.S. government
members
are invited,
De
Alba
said. visit Charlie

Reed

an important chance for the
students, through their elected
A.S. officials, to find out who
the new head of the CSU system is, according to De Alba.
"The chancellor will be able
to see the campus and the campus will be able to see who the
snaeiwd. chancellor is," De Alba

tie

General Secretary of the
Association of Student Clubs
and
Organizations
Marc
Madden, said that while it is
See Reed, page 6
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Highway 17 was shut down for several
hours Tuesday when a California Highway
Patrol officer shot and killed a man suspected of a hit-and-run accident, authorities
said.
The unidentified suspect allegedly struck
a vehicle in downtown Los Gatos -late
Tuesday morning, which caused a slow speed chase on Highway 17 into Santa Cruz
County.
The man’s car struck a (’HP vehicle and
he jumped out of the car, said Sgt. Jim Arata
of the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s
Department.
"He made some comments that Caltrans
(workers) overheard that he had a gun."
Arata said.
A police officer fired a rubber bullet to try
to subdue the man, but the man continued
his threats, Arata said. The (’HP officer, who
was not identified, then fired a single shot.
The man was taken to the Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center, where hp was pronounced dead.
According to Anita, the gun the man
claimed tel have has not been found
The incident tied up traffic on Highway
17 creating problems for afternoon commuters.
Dr. Steve, Greene, a proft,ssor if journalism at San Jose State University who commutes from Santa Cruz daily, said this was
the most police activity he has ever seen.
"I saw the man lying in the middle of the
highway and the medical technicians were
pumping vigorously on his chest," Greene
said.
Si’,’ Hwy 17, page

FORUM
Known as the world’s oldest
profession, prostitution remains
a problem in many societies.
Would legalizing it bring relief?
Greeks leave humanity
lesson: ancient brothels
valued by their society

Legalizing prostitution
would generate more
headaches for women

the discovery last
With
week of an ancient brothel in Greece, there should
be little doubt remaining that the
world’s oldest profession is an
enduring part of our culture. Like
the "Energizer Bunny," it just
keeps going and going and going.
Wouldn’t it be smarter fiir our slidety to legalize prostitution and
then attach some humane and safe
regulations to it?
The one obvious difference I can
sty between that first century B.C.
lino het :mil today’s world is the Greeks had a more
e\ olvel sense of humanity. To erect a building dedicated
’I’ le in I he pursuit el hedonism would be looked at
a -kale,- in tedity’s culture.
N,, t
r would t !vise ancient pleasure-seekers have
Iv kin ground to lay the foundation for the 25 baths,
,:einas and a tavern, then they would have been
swarmed with legal papers and picketers informing
tI em the, were violating a zoning ordinance. The
Greeks in turn would have turned their noses up at
wit,I ’,Asses for paid consensual sex today furtive
pne cunteN in parked cars or alleyways where hygiene
and safe sex practice’s are scarce.
Prohilation of gambling and alcohol has been tried in
varying degrees around the world, usually with the
result of stimulating the illegality and sleaze people
wanted It, get rid of initially. The sex industry appears to
he. no different.
All developed countries have discovered the business
is impo,silele tee stamp out. Leaving it without regulatie,ns encourf tee, corruption and crime. Uwe make legal
what is iilready tolerated, the law could spend its limited resources on the truly heinous side of the sex industry. such :is the sexual exploitation of children and selling women as sex slaves, a practice rampant in fbreign
countries and recently exposed in San Francisco.
If the sex trade was regulated like other businesses,
while things wouldn’t be ideal people are probably
always going to be underpaid and exploited their
world would be improved. If businesses that offer sexual services were made legal, they would be subject to
many of the same labor rules as other employers. They
couldn’t treat women like slaves, something many escort
service’s are niitiirieus for, or hire underage workers.
I lealt h and safety codes would be enforced and workers
could form union, to negotiate fin. benefits.
While many social theorists, including some feminists, iced pi, e,tit ut ion is brutal and oppressive, then so
ire- many of the St eel it inned structures set out to control
prii.,titid in Werner’ suspected of being "working girls"
ia.i tieviently hares:eel by policemen and others who
chin) iurisele tem liver them. Criminalization con 1 rihilte: tii the reprii:tchnivnt that prostitutes bear, making them more vulnerable to crimes and also housing
iend employment discrimination.
We
are also the ones prosecuted, as the percentage of men arre,teil tier p:irtaking in the act is miniscule,
aci,a-ding to st ; it it ii from the San Francisco pro-prostitution right, group COYOTE (Call Off Your Old Tired
Et hit , e
A- v.e under s:hind the ramifications of the Grecian
inch it olewieal ti nil, it seems glaringly apprirent that we
have notch 1,, 1eerie from their civilization aside from
aichifeelliral techniques
(-mut Dillon is a Spartan Daily staff he

Talking Heads

"I never thought about
that. For sure, not. I don’t
think it is right. It goes
against my morals."
Mark Pham
senior
management
information systems

"I think society is not
mature enough.There
are other issues we
should tackle before
prostitution."
Migdol Aldana
senior
electrical engineering

Attention ladies of the ’90s: If
legalized, the world’s oldest
profession may be in your
career future.
Imagine the heights females can
aspire to and what capitalists’
dreams will be answered if prostitution was legalized in the United
States. Imagine the advertising,
the price wars and maybe even the
introduction of a "frequent buyer"
program. Try telling your son that
sex for money degrades women.
Even better, try telling your
daughter she should go to college in order to financially
succeed in life.
Proponents use the argument that tolerating prostitution, while leaving it technically illegal, promotes corruption. But by legalizing it, can we be certain that the
subsequent increase in prostitution activity won’t yield
bad pimps and abused women as before?
By legalizing prostitution, proponents believe health
risks are minimized through strict reguktion and
licensing. How can our ailing bureaucracy, short on
manpower, regulate an influx of prostitutes seeking
licensing? If we legalize) it, won’t many of those same
bureaucrats (police, public defenders, judges) lose their
current jobs?
Many European countries, according to the
Economist, struggle to keep up with the extra work generated by these "business people" and admit they don’t
have the industry under control. AIDS cases are still on
the rise, and some countries, such as Italy, refuse to
legalize prostitution.
According to America’s National’ Opinion Research
’Center, which has tracked public attitude’s for more
than 20 years, the proportion of adults who think adultery is "always wrong" has risen 10 percentage points to
78.5 percent since 1976. If we are living by what we
believe, whom will these legalized prostitutes serve?
How would legalized prostitution measure up against
the "authentic experience" of illegally paying for sex?
Would a niche have to be created for those who miss the
sleaze and illegality? Would a campaign to go back to
"the way things were" ensue?
Tuppy Owens, one of Britain’s best-known campaigners for freer sex laws, said that cheap, dirty sex sells better than upscale sex.
"The people doing the good things aren’t the ones
making the money. People actually want the had stuff"
Owens said.
Seriously, though. What moral standards would we) be
setting for our children? Anything goes as long as it
makes money? Sex as purely a form of entertainment?
As women, do we need another avenue tee degrade
ourselves? Surely we have come too far to succumb to
this type of exploitation. Last time I checked, sex for
money wasn’t exactly a confidence booster.
To the men: how would you feel if your mothers, wives
and daughters were making an extra buck by having
sex with some hard-up guy? Would you still want to
legalize it?
Prostitution will never go away. However, legalizing it
won’t get rid of the undesirable side) effects: It will only
produce new ones.
Let’s make strides in contraception research, enhancing the "legal" sex that’s available tee us.
Illustritt ion by Jeff Faerber
Peggy Flynn is a Spartan Daily stall writer

Do you think we should legalize prostitution?

"No. I don’t think it’s a
good idea. It’s not a good
occupation. It just seems
wrong."
Linda Pham
junior
graphic design

"Sure. They might as
well pay taxes on it if
they’re going to make
money. They’re going to
do it anyway."
Heather Scott
senior
business

"No.1 think it is abuse
of women."

"I don’t think it should
be legalized. Sex should
be something special
between two people."

Beth Fitch
junior
occupational therapy

ompi led by Asa Bexell and photos by Grayson West

Jennifer Vaid
senior
English
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Today
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Speaker Nate Mihara will
address "Helping Others" at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call David at (408) 265-7442.

SAN JOSE HILLRL
Yair Dalai, expert on JudeoArabic music from Israel, will present a workshop at 12 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Umhunum Room.
For more information, call Josh at
14081 289-9957, ext. 11.

BALLROOM DANCE CLUB
Jive, jive, jive with us from 8 - 9
p.m. in SPX 89. For more information, call 1408) 924 -SPIN.

SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
14083 924-4330.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p.m. at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets across from
dorms. For more information call
(inny at 408) 938-1610.

NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCE
Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance from 12 - 2
p.m. in the Central Classroom
Building, Room 103. For more
information, call Jill Christensen
at (408) 924-3110.

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7,30
p.m at SO E. Rosemary St. For
more information, call Ilene at
4 0H1441-6661.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE
CENTER AND ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Earth Day ’98, all day with
hands-on workshops, walking tours,
crafts, music, demos, food and fun.
Tree planting at 11 a.m, in front of
the Event Center. Performance by
the Aqua Maids, synchrenized
swimmers of Santa Clara in the
SJSU pool from 5,30 - 6:30 p.m. For
more information, see schedules
posted around campus or call the
Environmental Resource Center at
,10%) 924-5467.
LIBRARY DONATIONS & SALES UNIT
Ongoing book sale every
Tuesday ;mil 1.1’ednesday from 10
in in Wahlquist library
North, Itnion 408 and Clark Library
lobby Donations welcome For more
information. call the Acquisitions
Department at 40S, 924-2705

Regular meet ing :it 2,30 p inin
the 1111,1110 1(1,1,111,, Center
NCTRITMN & Fo()I) Sit’IENcE
vtit luillv Lit testing with
htoelei tro al impedance Iron: 1 3
5 111c (.1.11tral Classroom
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RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
Brown Bag Lunch Program presented by Dick Roe, Inited
Campus Minist ry "If God Doesn’t
Store ci l’ouchilown. What
Ilelp
’" froni 12 - 1 :in p
Doe, She
iideni
1 ’Ilion’s Pacheco
St
(lie
in
1111.,11-111/11.1111i, tilll
Itooni
OS 92.1(333,1,
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SIGMA NU
Teeter-Totter-A-Thon from 3
p.m. - 12 a.m. at Sigma Nu house,
155 S. 11th St., to raise funds and
awareness to combat cystic fibrosis.
For more information, call Nadine
Mackey at 14083 365-6429.

Thursday
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Weekly meeting at Ei p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Will
Race at 408 / 294-4249.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p no it the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets across from
dorms. For more information. call
Ginny at 14081 938-1610.
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free introductory lecture: "The
Tone Scale" at 7:30 p.m. at 410
Cambridge Ave., Suite C, Palo Alto.
For more information. call Joe
Feshback at (650, S53-0602.
FUTURE PRODUCTIONS &
SMYTHE PONTIAC
"Navigate Your Future" front 10
0.01. - 4 p m in the Seventh St.
pedestrian walkway For more
information, call Annelisa Aliaga at
408, 225-6000.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL Al LIANCE
Meeting to discuss important
upcoming events at 3:3(1 p in. in the
Student Union’a Guadalupe Room.
For inure information, call Juan
Ramos at :408) 456-505S
PHI ALPHA THETA
Prof Barton Bernstein from
Stanford University ’The Decision
to Drop the Atomic Bomb" at 3 p in.

Court ruling affirms abortion right
in Dudley Moorhead Hall, Room
150. For more information, call
Paul Boisvert at (408) 371-0945.
PHI KAPPA PHI
Spring initiation of new student,
faculty and staff members at 6 p m.
in the Music Concert Hall, followed
by a reception in the University
Room. For more information, call
Christina Gutierrez at (408) 2796434.
PRE-MED CLUB
Weekly meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall, Room 345. Bring your
biography if you are interested in
being an officer of Pre-Med Club
for the fall semester. Essays for the
Princeton Review Scholarship are
due. For more information, call Shu
at (408) 938-0581.
SAN JOSE HILLEL
Holocaust speaker at 12 p.m. in
the Student Union, For more information, call Josh at (408) 289-9957
ext. 11.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. 4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330.
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Shakespeare and Cervantes
readings from 12 - 1 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheater.
Readers still needed. For more
information, call Christine Coe at
(408) 924-1827.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
Eating disorder support groups
from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m. in the Health
Building, Room 208, Newcomers
welcome. For more information, call
Nancy Black at (4081 924-6118.

Twenty-five years ago, the United
States Supreme Court handed
down a landmark decision that
ruled abortion as a constitutional right
of all women.
Two days ago a federal jury confirmed that right all over again.
The Chicago jury struck a blow
against the underhanded politics that
so often characterize the fight between
the rights of women vs. the rights of the
unborn.
Pro-choice supporters won a big one
Monday when the jury ruled anti-abortion protesters used threats and violence to shut down abortion clinics. In
addition, it hung three individuals and
two organizations with a $258,000 price tag and
the possibility of claims by more than 1,000 clinics.
Specified in the suit was that anti-abortion
activists Joseph Scheidler, Timothy Murphy and
Andrew Scholberg engaged in 21 acts of extortion
to shut down clinics, in cahoots with Pro-Life
Action League and Operation Rescue.
The defendants, the jury ruled, had denied
women the right to use the facilities of abortion
clinics, prevented the clinics the right to provide
abortions and interrupted abortion services at
several clinics.
This is no small deal.
The six men and women who handed down the
decision confirmed that a national conspiracy had
been underway to deny women access to medical
facilities for the purpose of abortion.
National Organization of Women President
Patricia Ireland recalled to reporters Monday following the ruling that clinics had been blockaded
and firebombed and that, "The recognition of
their conspiracy will go a long way toward ensuring women’s access to the services provided at
abortion clinics across the country."
Well, considering it’s been over 25 years since
Roe vs. Wade, it’s about damn time.
Roe vs. Wade protected a woman’s right to
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THE LISTENING HOUR
SJSU Latin Jazz Ensemble:
exciting rhythms in the music of
Horace Silver, Wayne Shorter,
Francisco Alvarado and Charlie
Otwell, with director Dan
Sabanovich, from 12:30- 1:15 p.m
in the Music Building’s Concert
Hall. For more information, call
(4034) 924.4631.
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Quotesfor the Day

Mankind’s yearning to engage in sports is older than recorded history dating back to
the time millions of years ago, when the first primitive man picked up a crude club and a
round rock, tossed the rock into the air and whomped the club into the sloping forehead of
the first primitive umpire. What inner force drove this first athlete? Your guess is as good
as mine. Better, probably, because you haven’t had four beers.
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The Senior (loss Gift goal is to raise $10,000.
Let’s really leave our mark on campus by setting a Senior Class Gift record together! A gift
of $19.98 is all we ask--but you are welcome to
contribute more!

1998 Senior Class Gift will be a dedicated
iThe
bench along an SJSU walkway honoring the
Class of 1998.

Register by April 23rd
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Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
Letter to the Editor 10 a 200 -word response to an is -ale or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become the property 01 the Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity. grammar. libel and length
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may lw Foil in the Letters to the Editor box irt the Spartan Dad% (((’13:’,’ in Dwight Bente’ Hall Room 209. sent
by fax to i408, 924 3237. eanail it SDA1LYOijinr,isti edu or mailed to the Spartan I )aily /pinion Editor, School ofilournalism
and Mass Communications. San Jose State I Mversity. One Washington Square. San Jose, (’A 95192-11149
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
and ad \ ertisements do not necessarily rellect the VIeWS of the Spartan Daily the School of Journalism
:mil Mass Cornmunii atimis or 5.151.
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One cardinal rule of marriage should never be forgotten: give little, give seldom, and
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Terri K Milner is a Spartan Daily co-executive editor
Her column appears every Wednesday.
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SIGMA NU
Teeter-Totter-A-Thon from 12 - 7
p.m. at Sigma Nu house, 155 S.
11th St., to raise funds and awareness to combat cystic fibrosis. For
more information, call Nadine
Mackey at 3408) 365-6429.
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abortion as a "fundamental human
right" and it is one that must not be
eroded by politics. Thankfully, this latest ruling did not diminish, it only
served to bolster.
The Pro-Life Action League boasts
on its web site they "fight all those
who support abortion" and they "make
it difficult for those who perform abortions to perform their lethal trade."
The league is a big believer in
something they’ve dubbed "sidewalk
counseling," which involves approaching women as they enter clinics to
"advise" them against the "tragic
choice of abortion."
There is a word for such so-called
persuasion: harassment.
The First Amendment allows people to speak
their minds, have their say, even protest. But it
does not have room for expressing those thoughts
through acts of violence and threats. It is not a
blanket amendment that covers all forms of
behavior, as so many activists claim when they
get their tails in a sling.
The actions of many pro-life organizations for
more than a quarter of a century have often been
a bastardization of the Constitution they claim to
uphold.
This is not about agreeing or disagreeing with
abortion; it is about permitting people to exercise
their Constitutional rights free of fear.
The implementation of threats, violence and
force cannot be used by one group to impose its
views on another group regardless of the issue.
Understand this. Having the option of getting
an abortion is:
A fundamental human right.
A woman’s right.
A constitutional right.
Thanks to a federal jury in Chicago, that right
may one day not only be guaranteed, but be exercised peacefully as well.

You can make your gift in person at the drop box in
Budding X (across the street from the University Police
Department). The lirst 300 donors will receive a complementary Class of 1998 Keychain.

For more information please call 924-1137.

im Management Open House

Come Blend
4)
With Us!
Mon, May 4th, nam-3pm
Tues, May 5th, 4pm-7pm
3119 Mission College Blvd.
In SANTA CLARA
’exit Hwy too at Great America Parkway)

Phone: 4011.450.7990
Our Managers Enjoy.
o henomenal management training program
sHigh growth Opportunity with one Of the
nation’s "Hottest Restaurant Concepts"
as rated In Nation’s Restawant News
sAdvancernent opportunity galore’
25% of current store managers were
promoted internally his year
riStock opuons and paid bonus
"Domestic partner benefits
Paid time off for community servo e

1...1010

Jainha.

1700 17th Street
lamba WIC!, FIR Dept., Attn
San Franusco, CA 94003 Fax 415.865.1294
all Soo 69-IAMBA or visit tvtvw restaurantrecruit.com for info
We celebrate and value the contributtons
of our diverse workforce
Fun *Integrity *Balance *Empowerment oftespeo

rgrwtot.^1".-."".".".."..."""".."..’...wi+-s.
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See the ball be the ball

SP’"’"’14"I‘
1"1""1
SJSU golfer Monica Stratton hits toward the green Monday morning during the
Western Athletic Conference Championships at Poppy Hills.

Krantz fires 70,
ties for WAC lead
By Anthony Perez
A,istaiit ’Tort, hlitor

SJSU’s Amy Bankston returns a forehand against Beth
Thomas of the University of San Francisco. Bankston won her

match 6-2, 6-2 and the SJSU tennis team beat USE 9-0
Tuesday in San Francisco.

Spartan
Wtmittett’s te
The Spartan tennis team drove north and swept the
University if Sari Francisco Tin-rliiv 9-0
The matches \V r’ nothing nion than a walk in Golden
er won more than
gilflles in
Gate Park
the Dons
any it the six singles matches They also fniled to win more
College doubles
tile f11/111111’S l’14111StS
than four games
matches are played in a pro format. In a pro forniat the first
doubles team to win eight game-, wins the matcli You must
s.vin by two games One point is iivviiruled to the team winthe
r e doubles matches
ning two of
No. I Spartan. la/. Nlarpuri. extended her unbeaten
6-2, 6streak fur the season. besting I’SF’s Lindsey
2.
The Ni. 2 and :i player-. Amy Iiankst on and Anna Rutka,
also %von their f11111Chl ’1-1
Ille S111111. score 11".1

Shorts
Jessica Kane dominated Julie Macon, winning her match
6-0, 6-0.
The domination continued with Stephanie Sarte beating
Annabel Lee 6-1, 6-1 and Mya Mashayekh trouncing l’SF’s
Sarah Mohoney 6-1, 6-0.
Doubles play
In doubles play, Ma rpu ri anti Bankston were the only
Ii am really challanged by the Lady Dons. They won the
match 8-4.
Rut kit and Kane beat their opponents 8-1, as did Sart e
and Mashayekh.
The I ’SF’ match was a great tuneup fior the Spartans who
head to lovely Fort Worth. Texas April 29 - May 1 fiir the
Western Athletic Confiurence Championships.
Aaron IVilliams compiled Spartan Shorts.

BUY RECYCLED.

Read

American !kart
Association

the SP

V\ D

Then Recycle

Not wearing shorts on the warmest
day of the year at Pebble Beach was
one of’ the few mistakes the San Jose
State University women’s golf team
made in the second round of the
Conference
Athletic
Western
Championships on Tuesday.
In pants, the Spartiins subdued the
professional -caliber Poppy Dills Golf
Course and posted the spoind best
team score of thy tournament, a 22stroke improvement over the opening
round.
The Spartans 9-over-par perfiirmance combine d with a first tbiy an ire’
of 31 -over, puts them just six strtikns
behind Texas Christian 1.1111vvrsity
going into today’s final round.
"CM(indayi we didn’t knock ourselves out of the titurnament and we
didn’t lap the field," said 5.151’ coach
Eric Arnold. "We put ourselves in a
position to make a run. And made a
little hit of a run today."
Freshman Jessica Krantz, who shot
the only below par round of the tournament with a 2-under 70, anchored
the Spartan’s second round comeback.
The round tied her best fin- the year as
she buried a season-high four birdies.
"I brought everything together
today," Krantz said. "I putted real well
and I felt good. I didn’t have those stupid mental mistakes I had (Monday)."
Both TCU, which is ranked 14th in
the nation and 25th ranked SASU battled past the No. 1 ranked school in
the (Tnivi.rsity of Tulsa.
thy nation
Tulsa dominated play Monday as it
finished the ()pulling round ahead of’
second place TC1 ’ by seven strokes.
"I think we did a good job putting
today," said ’Nat golfer Susan Iforton.
"(Monday) was a good day to take a

Bonds blast helps best ‘Bucos’
PITTS/BUMI I

Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results - No Drugs
Affordable

408.257.5481
Rust’

Before

Cupeitinto
111:31 I i

dle

(
DvAii/a Fil% it

CI

GiantS

--

The

San

two singles himself :is the Giants
broke a four-game losing streak that
them score only five runs
The Pirates lost their seventh in it
row, or one mom. than their longest
streak of a year ago.
Bonds, who batted only .143 with
one RBI last season in Three Rivers
Stadium, his old home ballpark, was
only 1 -for-19 lifiutime against Lieber
until leading ()tithe third with a drive
into the center field seats.
The Giants’ fiair-ganie losing streak
matched the longest during their NI,
West title-winning season of a year
ago.
saw

Yom HaShoah FREE FOOD Yom Hashoah

CPR
can keep your love alive
Consultation With This

1AP)

broke out of their
homer slump against a pitcher who
remained in his, with Barry Bonds
and Brent Mayne homering off
Pittsburgh’s winless Jon Lieber in a 63 victory Tuesday night.
Bonds’ solo shot in the third
and Mayne’s two-run drive in the fifth,
the Giants had an NL-low eight
or as many as
homers in 18 games
Lituber (0-31 has permitted in four
starts.
Mark Gardner 2-1) limited the.
slumping Pirates to six hits in his first
complete game since Aug. 8 and had
FraTICISCI)

utility HOW! I le,e,n,e
r. er

Free

look it the course and sey what it was
all ahout and I think that helped us
tu >day."
Tulsa’s excellent play in NIonday’s
dreary fop laden weather collapsed in
Tuesday’s near 80 -degree weather
with cloudless skies and 11,, wind.
With poor putting and inconsistent
short play, Tulsa saw its lead disappear iin t he front nine
and by the
nf
o
a just oe
end of the round it ws
three of the 11 -team field to have its
second round score wiusuu that its first.
Tulsa ended the dav down by nine
at mkt’s.
"\Ve shot u ourselves: in the foot," said
Tulsa coach Dale NlacNamara. It just
haripins Th,T, are no excuses. It was
a little hit id u-verything We haul im
all-around bad round
’And um saw couple of gorgeous
rounds of golf from San .lust’ State iind
TC1’"
University of Texas- El Paso
and the University of New Mexico
wen. the other two schools that had
poori.r SUI)rvs in the second round than
the first
The weather at Pippy Hills, which
IS one id the three courses used in the
AT&T Pebble Beach Pro -Am, is
expected to be about the same today
as it W:11.1 TtleSdaY and nitwit of the
players said they like it that way.
"It has to btu the weather Ito explain
the difference in the two rounds
scores)," 5.151-s
AfZelius-Alm
said. "It was drizzly and cold yesterday. l’uiday it was nearly perfiuct."
111olly Cooper was the fully
golfer to wear shorts after she
changed on the ninth hole The rest of
the SJSU squad remainiud the only
golfers in the t(iurnament wearing
pant s.
SJSU will tee oft with the last
group shortly before 9 a.m. today

(.1l I

GIFT OF MI’.
., 414)
. EGG IX)NATION
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If you are between the ages of 21 and 12 and in
( -4..
good health, ou can experience the reward
and satistac min of helping another woman
’
...\/ - : \
::::,1
to conceive It us the mist heartfelt gift one
1--q,\it
,
4. (
can give Our Medical Family specializes
in the treatment of infertility Wr help
1\1.
many childless couples with our
.- 1 hgg Donation Program
t,
’’V’i
.1
. 1.’ ....- ’’..-_1 VICIt US on the web www ihr com/hafertil/
’ ’^ c...:.’i-’

Contact: Kristin (510) 867-1800 ext. 122
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
3160 Crow Canyon Road, Ste 150, San Ramon, CA 94583

.1

Holocaust Memorial Day
One Survivor’s Story
be a very cruel place.
12:00PM
Room In the Student Union,

The world can

On April 23, 1998 at
in the Umhunum

one survivor will retell his experiences during
the Nail Holocaust loin San Jose Hiliel and
San Jose’s Jewish community for a rare
chance to hear, first-hand, a personal
account of one of the most horrific events of
the twentieth century.

A411:3I A IN II
FREE FOOD Yom HaShoah FREE FOOD
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Campus disc jockey gives voice to the
early morning darkness

I the

building to myself"
After the final class has left and
He discovered he had the whole
the echo of student chatter is
campus to himself during spring break
long gone, the lights are still on
when the building’s soda machine was
at KSJS in Hugh Gillis Hall. Brandon
on the fidtz and he had to venture out
Elliot’s lone voice can be heard emanating from the
campus broadcaston
booth
ing
Tuesdays from 2 to
6 a.m.
Staying out of
the mainstream is
nothing new for
Elliot. Up until he
was 12 years old,
the only music he
chose to listen to
was by "Weird Al"
Yankovic.
Now, as one of
the late-night D,Is
for San Jose State
24 University’s
hour alt ernat lye
radio station, ht. Above: Elliot mixes music from records and compact discs to
gets to produce his create his weekly show. He experiments with the music he
own
brand
of’
strangeness. The plays, taking pains to ensure no two shows are alike.
"collective they" in
fur his regular fix of Mountain Dew.
the ;iudience act as a kind oftherapist
’That’s when it started getting that
for Elliot.
Stephen King ’Shining’ feeling," he
a chance to get
"The radio gives
Slit’.
my weirdness out of my head and put
Elliot, who is finishing up his sophoit into theirs." he said. "Sometimes I
more year as a radio, television and
don’t think about the tact that people
film major, is the DJ during the staiire actually listening to me, and I just
tion’s "Evolution" format which fearamble on."
tures a mix of punk and dark wave, a
His ramblings can be found at 90.5
sound Elliot describes as "music to sit
FM. If you tune in during his slid
in the dark with." The format requires
you’re noire likely to land in a winding
playing certain songs at certain times
stream of fringe music. woven It get her
but there is still plenty of opportunity
without a stitch
for him to play his own favorites and
-I try to ma’tte iveryt lung seamless:
recent discoveries. Elliot said that gethe said. "So you can’t tell when one
ting a new song into the "rotation" is
song ends and the other begins."
great and part of what makes being a
This groove tits his pre-dawn per1/1 for a college radio station rewardsonality. when the only interruptions
ing and creatively expressive.
to his thinking come from a passing
"I like the music I play," he said. "I’m
janitor or an occasional call from a
my own biggest fan."
sleepless listener.
Part of sounding good depends on
Once, when the phone line lit up at
"hitting the post," or talking over the
4 R.m. Elliot needed to cunsnlp in emo!MISR’ SO that you shut up the moment
tionally weathered caller who felt done
the beginning of a new song changes
in by his girlfriend. Ile responded by
tempo and really gets going.
playing "Evil Queen" by Shimmon and
"It’s all about timing: he said. If
Woolkon and doing an on -air diatribe
you want to sound good you have to
Ili) women.
work at it"Sometino.s I’m inspired." he said.
A little luck helps too.
The station is kept cold to protect
One time, when he was in the
causing a
the high tech equipment
restroom, a song was skipping away
family if spiders to take refuge in the
from the air for a couple of minutes.
sound loom]. None of these adverse
"It scratched in the perfect spot,"
el/nditions seem ti i blither Elliot.
Elliot said. "It sounded great."
"It’s a privilege: he said. "I like
being there alone. I have the whole
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Above: During his shift Elliot takes breaks outside the studio to smoke a cigarette or
eat a snack. When he takes long breaks, Elliot makes sure there is enough music to
cover his absence Right: Following his shift, Elliot passes a janitor on his way to the
dorms where he sleeps for a few hours before class.

Above: Brandon Elliot goes

on air at KSJS, the San Jose
State University radio station.
Elliot is the lone disk jockey
during the 2 to 6 a.m. shift on
Tuesdays. His programming
includes techno and house
selections.
Left: "Morning Show" producer "Doctor Wu," right,
looks on as Elliot talks on the
phone and adjusts the sound
board. Elliot interacts with
DJs and the occasional night
janitor before and after his
shift.
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Magazine Day ’inks’ another year
ByJon Perez
Stan \\t II
Even though Muoi Tran has a
bright future’ ahead of her, there
is a part of her that has always
yearned for writing.
As a senior majoring in manigement of information systems.
’Iran decided to go to :Magazin,.
Day ’98 to see \\. hat her opportu
Tittles were in doing what she
enjoys journalism writing.
"I’m trying tui merge what I’ve
line to what I would like to
’Fran said, while adding that <lie
likes the communication ,isittt I
of the MIS major, which acts .1-- .1
liaison between technology osu
and providers.
The 12th annual Magazin e
sponsored
re by the
Day ’98
Magazine Journalism Club Nlo
held
wa
Alpha Gamma
Tuesday in the Student Union
and was an opportunity for sto
dents to listen to professionals in
the journalism field while di,cussing topics such as intern
ships and online publications
according to co -coordinator
Melissa Matchak.
"I would have liked to see
more people attend.- said
Matchak, who couirdinatid the
event along with Kathy De I.a
Torre. "There seemed to be a lot
It questions in the internships
(discussion I. Our goal Wilt to
spark interest."
De La Torre agreed with
Matchak that although the
turnout was low with less than
20 attendants per each ill
sun Magazine Day informed
tt udents.
"This is the first year iii, it
had an online topic, she said

Sp, 111,111 0,1111

Lily O’Brien. a public relations major at San Jose State University, talks to Anne Thompson, the west
coast editor of Premiere Magazine, about internships the magazine offers to students. Thompson was the
keynote ,;peaker at Magazine Day held Tuesday in the Student Union
that thi Internet
,tudints

Ill.t

iii-

-lit
and
pan,’
1

il Iii
Its ’it
I
Nlagatine. sat on panels
tred ,IticstittiN from a

III..h.lt.,1
,,111.

tS-ISI

\

part’ \ to sunlit lit the
ti.. t/int. ;11111
11111.1.11

part I.

dent,." said Jay Coleman. %Om
has participated in Nlagazirie
I.biy tor he past 10 Year,
"Student- Ill -aril the 111,--,1’, 1.,
pursue \\ liattver then interest Along with talks IlO 111t1.1-1111111S
,11111, .11111 .ifillt1. I
t11.11 ran from 9 a iii to III15
discus -rot- on
Ii ill
tht.re
nit
and art nd

Tests: Proficiency examined
Continued from page 1
bring themselves up to ’-I .11
dards, according to the executis,.
order.
’Executive Order bbS CSU campuses are
to establish and enforce limit
hots’ much time students still1;,
given to achieve proficitncy
It itlso says campuses art.
encouraged to ;idyise studela not making adequate progress
enroll in other institutions
Jones said the reason for thewas the large number of high
school graduates who, even
though the\ maintainid ;1 11
iiverage in 15 units If colleg,
preparatory tbisses. Still’
- to demonstratt. proficiencx- 111
-mathematics Itr English
-We have to Ile fair tostutlt.111:FIS will as 111.. 111S1It1111.111 Ii
...:iVOUld1-11 be ethical to ;tilos% then,
to continue if theylri not nailed]
Med.- Lou said
Ile said 5.151’ has limited
resources and the question is
..how to serve the greatest num
tier It St ilfientS.
LOU said if students who

66
We have to be fair
to students as well
as the institution.
It wouldn’t be ethical to allow them
to continue if
they’re not remediated.
Raymond Lou
SJSU associate vice
president for curriculum
and assessment

99
tit.t ttanitltIll reinetlial classes
Are all .\\..1 ill rtturn.
possi
halt
mild lose binding
Si- 1
till admits sornit first
;tenet
I Ii, . !say stutIctit

from eeonomically disadvan
taged hackgrtainds \vitt. Need
I’, medial \\ ork.I.ou saiil.
II iIII’ student- and English
as a Second Language students
will be
Itt.r!uusx.voipt,inn
from disenruillment on a oase.-I
case II Ni’-, ;iecording il 1.1111
Ile -Aid the one-year limit ft ir
illion came up at discus
tril-1.4., .11111
sions \\ ith the
111(.1.11.111ei.11..1"-s "flirt
191is summary of
A Nlarch
tIll’ meeting till the I’m 1.1111 I If
Trustees said the goal is III
reduce the nullifier I It 111111111111t!
t’St freshman needing remedial
work in both English and math
to 10 percent by 2107
lAtii said the percentage now
approximately 50 1)1.111’llt
1111,)1101,111 till’ CSV system
At 5.151’. 52 percent of mcom
ing lresliman need remedial
classes in English :Ind .17 percent need remedial mathematics
according to the latest CS(’ fig
tires :mil this puts SJSI. about
in the middle of CS!’ universi
ties. I,ou said

Local Cannabis Club reopens
court
501 Franci-ttt marijuana chili
’I Ill)
iintlt.r. Another name
Tuesday just a (lay after a court
order shut down its predecesstir
About 40 patient- and sup
Wit iit
porters clupriql
Justmann, head (it security tor
the new (’annalas
Center, unlocked tlie front door
First in line o
Gilbert
Abeyga, who said he couldn’t
understand why state Attorney
(Ieneral 1)an Lungren had pur

111:11

I ..11111.11,1- u’ultivators
’
I II.
c11111, :ii .51onulav
1 in 10 Jii i trill it huIps a lot.
no
Alovga.
It
Ar1.1111:’ill,,

tigfli.\11)",
Al II ’.51,
113 for this I’d he skinny and
(Ivor,. Ill, ritt\\
1.1. placing the former director
and , hilt founder I /emus Peron.
,k 11, is running against Lung-nal
111 1111 l(1.111111111’.11i ;.1110 T11.0.111;11
I
primary. St

Cardiozone Kickboxing
Non -contact Training
For Men & Women

Burn up to 1,000 calories
.4,000 Sq feet of training room
’Over 20 bags
*Unlimited training

Free

KAN,S.1.S CITY, K%.111
A frattroite linked Or 11i17.111;’,
111VPSI
Halt ilt 1st II other um\ ’Nit les has been suspended ;it
Kansas
State
University
because a pledge was beaten
with lists, paddles and canes
Ernt-i I. I larris Jr. 23. \, as
iii t.ur I OhIO hIll this mi,rnmg.
thri, &it atter a hazing ritual
alleeedls required to join the
Kappa Alpha Psi chapter ;it the
Manhattan campus
outlet-4.d
kidney
Harris
injuries that still force him to
1/r lien
-.Aid ;it a It
conferthe I ’iliversity of
Miilical Center Such
injuries are reversible. and
Ilarris could leave the horlatiil
liv early next week.
Kinsa- State l’niversity
-o.p;
the four member
r lit t he fraternity
Month\ the first step toward
..1,thilL. It Thp so,,H,1 said
(a, id the four niurtibers

Continued from page 1
In his 12 years of commuting,
Cureell, ’,till Ill’ hilt 111A
SUPII
-.11 111.111% police together at 01111%
1 rilfit. \\ ;is v,t asp than it
55.1.- ant i the ’s+11 earthquake,Ireen- said I can understand
OP’. 55 I’ll,’ (141,1111
.1 III ii iii’
ji,,csilitAt ion. but I slill wonder
v, 10, III..
tin$1.11 for
such a lone tune

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
EARN $18,000 PART TIME!

www goarniy corn

Hill

1,110 1’tf.,11,,It
1"H.

"1

4

\\ as in olved in 1 lams beating,
111,,III’ll six tviPtglit other people
ma \ also have been involved
K,(11(,1 A11)11,1 Psi Ills been
linked to hazing incidtnts at
two other universities. including (MI’ %%111.1*1. a Mall died after
be; it ing
I Eirri, out ilt the home of a
fraternity member Saturday
when he was heaten with paddle boards, fists and canes, said
his faller. Ernest I.. Harris Sr
lie had welts and bruises
awn’s,: much ut his I Iv, espi.id legs.
daily on his buttock
The elder I larris,
said his son haul dr,111111,1 (lit
thu
initiation process for the
Si11111. fraternity last year after
he was injureel.
just di ml understand hosv
a frati.rnity. someone who is
going to assist you, someone
that is suppttsed to be a brother
\vim is going to help you. how
they could hurt someone like
this.- I larris Sr. said.

Abrams:
Continued from page 1
arrested and brought back to
San Francisco.
Mike
to
According
Paganini, a San Francisco
Police Officer in the legal
department, Abrams did not
have any prior arrests with
the SFPD.
Paganini said it is up to the
district attorney as to
whether Abrams would be
charged with an alternate
felony or misdemeanor, or be
charged at all.
"For police purposes we
would handle it as a felony,"
said Paganini.
In 1996, according to court
records, Abrams pleaded no
contest to seven counts of
misdemeanor phone harass
ment involving requests for
nude photos from high shcool
football players. Abrams was
sentenced to three years probation, a $200 fine, 100 hours
of community service and
psychiatric counseling by a
Palo Alto Municipal Court
Judge.
Abrams was a former football player at Stanford
University. Gary Migdol,
assistant athletic director at
Stanford University, said
Abrams was the starting
kicker on the team from 199295. He said Abrams was a
Bair-year letter winner.

Reed:
Continued from page 1
important that A.S. is able to
meet the new chancellor, he
hopes other students will have
the npportunity :is well.
"I think they should have
made him I Heed i available to
clubs and organizations around
campus,Madden
said.
"Although A.S. represents us,
they should make an effort to
Ii ntact diverse parts of campus."
Reed was named as the CSU
Chancellor Oct. 6, 1997 after
his predecessor, Barry Munitz,
announced he was leaving to
head the .1. Paul Getty Trust,
according to the CSI." web page.
Before eltming to (’-alifornia,
Reed was chancellor of the
State University System of
Florida since 1985, where he
set ved as chief executive officer
hi the Florida Board of
Hints and the 10 public univ)., Atilt:: it oversees.

Scstur
claY Nights
8 pm to
10 pm
St odent
Union
Bowling
Center
924-6400

Hwy 17: Traffic halted

1 -800-1ISA-ARMY
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I
Aerobst KICKBOXING

"Students need a clear dose of
reality given to them," Conour
said. "I think it’s a huge jump
from school to the magazine
world. There is a real transitional period."
Ileneusse sat on the internship panel and highlighted the
discourse in paid interns and
the need for an internet background. which didn’t go unnoticed by Kim Stonehouse and
Danielle Cox of’ the Evergreen
X’alley College Flyer newspaper.
"I didn’t know how much you
could get paid at internships,"
said Cox. "I didn’t know that you
needed online knowledge. Now
I’m going to take an online
coursi.."
After the discussions, students who paid for a $10 lunch
ticket were able to dine with
some of the editors and writers
that sat on the panels.
Magazine Day ended with
-Premiere Magazine" West Coast
Editor Anne Thompson’s delivery of her keynote speech on her
magazine’s coverage on the
mnvip"Titanic."Attenclants were
:ible to ask questions and saw an
covering
look
inside
at
Hollywood.
"I think it’s always fun to get
out into the real world and hear
what
people think about
journalism."
Hollywood
Thompson said.
According to Trim, Magazine
Day did its job.
"I feel 111.1n. relies ed in knowing that there is a place where
my too skills can meet and
develop,- she said "Magazine
Day has cluing ’1 ins. perspective
tremendously-

Alleged hazing
frat suspended

"Illink about it. Then think about us. liten

.CALL NOW !’

Lesssis Stick & Knife Training
Expires 5.31.98’

which ran from
photo desnai
1(1 in iii. to 11.45 a.m.
Nlany uf the panel menihers
such as Sunset Travel Editor
Nicolle
I) ill’ rtaittur and
Ilenneuse, employee cammunicat ion manager for Cisco
S st ems. at t ended the disttisns to better bridge the gap
1,1-15s pen st iidents iind tilt, reality
III the \\ taking world.

Sure, you could iise the extra money -who couldn’t.’
TN. Army leservi ean help you earn more than
i18,000 rhirint! 0 ,,taii(lard enlistment, part Mile, phis
some grreat benefit-, with opportunitie,, to quality tor
even more money to continue y4)111.111111’ili11111. V1/11.11
ak) 1)1’ ge11111g valuable hands on
I minim’, that will
last you a litetinic.
Good extra money. 1,4its ol onportimilie,:. A place to
make new friends. Give the Army leserve yonr serious
ciaisideration.

Summer Special
Get in shape for
Summer Now!

2

who celebrated her 791 Ii birth
day.1\londay as sheriff’s deputie.lucked tile cliih’s doors
Boilgirs said she believed
legal attack- tai the center \\Amid
continue "’Ebert:, too much
ttplotSItlitli.-;;1111
IIIll
IiS
IltZ111111. s1iilki,111;111 for
laingreills office, said the it
tilt general \vas considering
ma ion against the ’1,51 center
-Yon can changu the name on
tile door. but it’s still ;111 illegal
drug house." St ut zmaii -aid

BE ALL YOU CAN It.

ARMY RESERVE

2 2, 1 998

INeilliest1.1April

The incident is still under
investigation. but according to
MgI St ’plan Seibert of the CBI?
use ot deadly weapons or threat
of deadly force must be present
in order for officers to open fire
on a suspect.
It is unclear if such threats
were present in Tuesday’s situation
sub,E
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The SPARTAD DALY
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
makes no din for products or remodeled Chevron Station.
seMces 8640’1158d below nor is 2 locations, F/T, P/T, flexible
*we wry guerentee Implied The hours. Also part-time maintenance
ciassaled columns of the Spartan person. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Daly consist of paid arkeiNshig
mid ongoing’ we not approved or
mottled by the iwwspepw.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
EMPLOYMENT
Serving Downtown San Jose
APPT. SETTERS NEEDED!! Work
Inner City Express.
in an energetic office. PIT eves. 22W. Saint John St. San Jose
& some Sat. shifts available.
NO SEUJN011 $7/hr a bonuses. IMMEDIATE OPENINGS**
Call 408/2410352.
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
MARKETING COORDINATOR
Technician, Testing Optr.
National company expending in Warehouse Clerk
Bay Area seeks five professional Cali 408/942-8866
and creative individuals for rep/ or fax to 408/942-8260
manager positions. $2-48/mo Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
potential. Training and travel 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
opportunities. 408/2553094.
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
GET PAID & GET A WORKOUT!
Roofing Co hiring for F/T summer SWIM TEACHERS -W51 preferred
work. Blocks from SJSL. No SWIM OFFICE MANAGER Swim,
experience necessary. Need hard computer, sales experience.
workers. Call for info: 971-7500.
Spring/Summer, Full/Part-Time
AM/PM positions available.
WORK WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING Apply at AVAC -5400 Camden Av.
YOUNG CHILD WITH AUTISM. We Si, or contact 408/267-4032.
an looking for tutors to work in our Now Interviewing!!!! Call Today!!!
home in conjunction with Behavioral
Intervention Associates. This is a VALET PARKING / CONCERT
home based progressive treatment STAFF - P/T and F/T positions
program in Los Gatos. Experience/ available. Flexible hours. Thurs background in psychology, special Sundays in Los Gatos & Saratoga
education, OT, or speech therapy areas. Must be Neat, Professional,
preferred. Immediate openings. & dependable. Customer service
Wages based on experience. experience preferred. Earn up to
Pease call Shah @ 40W3565151. $12.00/Hr. (hourly + tips) Call
1-800-825-3871, M-F.
CAMPUS INSURANCE is seeking
a part: time clerical person, effec- SUMMER CAMP JOBS! Counselor
tive immediately. The duties will and Specialist poseons for horseback
include filing and working with the riding, art, performance art, Env. Ed.
mail. A good command of the backpacking, gyrnriastocs & archery at
English language, both written two resident ej its’ camps in the Santa
and oral is required. The hours Cruz Mtns, and a day camp in San
are 8:00am to 12:00pm, Monday Jose. Lifeguards, food service, mante
thru Friday. Salary is $6.75 per nance, and health staff also needed.
hour. Please call Bud to set up an Ire kg. salary + bnfts. Ccrtact Peg
Chappas. (408)287-4170. ea258.
interview. 408-296-5270.
PIANO MAJOR TO TEACH
6 year old beginner. $20/hr.
Pager: 941 3599.
AVANTSOFT, INC.
San lose/Sunnyvale openings:
COMPUTER ASST/TECH WRITER
Expertise required: Using Windows
95, Microsoft Word. Web browsing.
Typing communication skills.
Desirable skills: Windows 95
hardware, software installation.
JAVA PROGRAMMER Expertise
required: 2+ yrs experience in
Java. Desirable skills: C.., Java
Both
IDEs, CORBA. Databases
positions: Exciting work, 1020 hrs
weekly. flex hours, some work cm be
done meves/Wlincts. Resume: Email:
lobsePavantsoft.com (text format).
Fa.: 4084458282, 3625 Copper
field Cr. #216. San Jose, CA 95136.
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING!!
Cupertino software Co. is hiring
a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship
Work on accounts receivable,
accounts payable, payroll, month
end closing, etc. 20 to 30 hours
a week starting in May. Must be
willing to work for at least one
year. Call 408.3434210
MANAGEMENT & PROFESSIONAL
ONE STEP BEYOND
RPS, Inc., one of the nation’s
fastest growing small package
carriers, seeks a natural leader to
work in es San Jose Terminal. Get
your foot in the door with a great
company arid still work the part
time hours you’re looking for!
P/T COORDINATOR
Our coordinators don’t spend
their time trapped behind a desk
or stuck in a rut. We offer
challenge arid great advancement
opportunities Dispatching. han
ding dock operations. supervising
(fork employees, and interfacing
with sales force, upper level
management and drivers These
are just a few of the hands on
experiences you’ll get with us.
We reward you with a good
entry level salary and excellent
benefits. For immediate consideration. send/fax resume to, or
apply in person at
RPS. Inc.,
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035
FAX 1408) 2638867
EOE
Or call our Regional Recruiter
immediately for more information:
408/2639747
SERVERSACISTESSES/BUSSERS
Applications now being accepted
for energetic, friendly and hard
working people. Day and evening
shifts available. Apply in person 24.
MF at The Old Spaghetti Factory.
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.
PERSONAL ASSISTANT to help
with phone calls & run errands.
Fluent in Mandarin & English.
$8.00/hr. Pager 941 3599.
CUSTOMER SOP/ICE/inside Wes
Advance your career, loin our Team!
Good growth oportunity. Will train
individual interested in outside
sales. Must have excellent organi
rational, communication skills.
Computer literate. 1 2 years expe
nence preferren. Excellent Benefits.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Wooriview Dnve #300
Morgan Hill. CA 95037
Fax: 14081 778-7392
WEEKEND FIELD MGR
Sign Co, Perm P T.
Weekends. Train, evaluate P.T
employees. Customer contact.
Hrs vary. Fnday pm Sunday pm.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Dnve 0300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Call 1405 778-3916
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP.
Seeking steer marketnig recn in San
Jose who love alternative/rock
music. 10 20 hrs/wk, working
directly w/record stores, lifestyle
stores, colleges, artists Fax resume
81143453017 or cal 888713 2E87
BUILD RESUME & HAVE FUN!!
Local Co. seeks biz & sports
minded people Flex firs during
school with F/T summer poly
Earn prof. wages! SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE! Sound OK? Call now,
408/2416803 from 10am7pm.

CLERICAL PERSON - PART TIME
Microsoft. Excel di general office
work, etc. For more info call Kevin
Crowley 408-267-1665.

FRENCH & SPANISH Students;
FIRST AID/CPR CERT. STUDENTS
Language Camp seeks staff.
Napa Cnty Office of Education.
7072533560.toriandenapanetnet

WAITRESS WANTED Lunch Shift
Part-time. Knowledge of Japanese SIGN FACRICATOR
foods preferred. Good tips. 565 Looking for detailed individual
North 6th St. Si. 408/289-9508. with carpentry exp for our sign
production shop. Quality oriented.
CMUNK PAGING &CELLULAR Energetic / good attitude. Good
Seek full/part-time Sales Person, DMV record. 30 Firs + Benefits.
New Directions Sign Service
Data Entry. Customer Service,
365 Woodview Drive #300
and Electronic Technicians,
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Call 4084537243 or
Fax resume to 408441-9988. Fax: (408) 778-7392
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full & part-time positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation. Psychology,
Sociology and/cr Physical Education.
Please call Beth Profio at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.

$ TELESALES GOLF $
$10 per hour rrininxrn + bonuses
Si State Location
5 hour shift 3pm-8pm
Contact James 405295-4810
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 2441968 x16.

ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
ANNOUNCEMENTS
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light ’A MARRIAGE NEALE),
AFTER DOMESTIC VIOLENCE’
office work, shipping & receiving.
1430 AM RADIO
learn player mentality a must.
7:30am Sunday
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
lOpm Saturday
408/370-5743.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 4(8286.5880 orappyn perscn
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Mendian Ave. Si.
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50 $10.00/hour. Marketer up to
$15/hr. Call now! 408-939-3369.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area, Full-time/pad-time openings.
Call today 1-650-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
WORK FROM HOME
Growing International Company
Looking for motivated individuals
$800-$5,000/per mo. PT/FT
Request FREE Detail
Log onto: www.hbncom
Access Code 5315

EAMES

EXPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
"Have questions?
Cunous?
Need a study break?
*Make ffiends, have fun!
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Every Wednesday. 5:30-7:00pm
Student Union. Pacheco Room
(Except 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Rm)
Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408-293-2401. ABLange@aoficom
http://rnerrivisaolcom/EpiCanmS1

PARKING 4 RENT
78 N. 5th St.
$40/mo.
Call for details: 294-7254 x 317

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted bar removed forever.
Specialist Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable
3355. Baywood Ave San Jose.
247-7486
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop Shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back Chest Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc
Students & faculty receive 15%
pnce if
discount First appt
made before 5:30/98 Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave #17. Campbell
(408) 379-3500

NWRAMW
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opportunities
,bailable No financial obligation.
Great for clubs
For more information call
18881 51 A Plus ext. 51.

408-924-3277
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Name

After the fifth day. rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 fines:$110

MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
MI Deadline. 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
M ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

COMPUTERS ETC,
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers.
486, Pentium, Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurb’d equipment is warranted..
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, betw Hwy
85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
408-873-8070
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
CornPal luised)486SL25, 12 Rarn,
540 HD. Mouse, modem.
free email. Mono, win 95.
MS Office 95 Std., $275.
Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
16MG/ 1Gig HD, KB, Mouse.
CD-Rom, Sound Card, Win 95.
MS Office 95 Std.. 5613 Modem
14" Monitor w/speakers $599.
Intrax Group, Inc.
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
San Jose. 408/271-8600.

INSTRUCTION
UNDY HOP SWING & CAJUN
Jitterbug Swing. Campbell. ,
Lessons Dances. 4053561375. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All’
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn,
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

Daily

ROSS WORD

HEALTH & BEAUTY

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RUES CALI,

Five Address
Days
$13 CayllSwm
$14
eve,.
$is
$16
Send check or money order lo
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee. CA 95192-0149

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group proiects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
appicat ions for nn/law school. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine, Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.

ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (408) 978-8034.

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spiritual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The EnlIghtervnent Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@The Book Cafe Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
(4081978-8034
30 Years Teaching Experience.
Gnostc.All faits & reirdenorrinaeona
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Others S3(its always new aid vita." CALL UEDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
WORD PROCESSING.
’It supports roe in my life..."
Professors of Piano
1 get in contact with the real me." ThesesTerm PapersResumes
National Teachers Guild Assn.
Grotv Protects
expenence wholeness:
All formats. including MA 4th Ed. National Suzuki Assn.
Suggested Donation:
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Laser Printer Experienced.
The price you pay for a movie.
Starting $20/hr.
Dependable, Quick Return
Call 408-241-6662
Almaden/Branham area.
in
Santa Clara for your
(408)264-4504
SERVICES
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTERVEW
QUICKRESUME SERVICE
SPORTS/THRILLS
You need an exceptional resume
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Certain advertisements in
There is nothing compared to
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
the exhilaration expenenced by
these columns may refer the
Differentiation is the key. We, at
skydiving, Tandem. Accelerated
reader to specific telephone
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
for
Freefall,
numbers or addr
Turbine
Aircraft
professional resume according to
additional Information.
your background, education. work SJSU student owned & operated.
Classified readers should he
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
experience, & your feld of experhse.
reminded that. when making
1-510-634-7575.
A good resume will put your career
these further contacts, they
on the nght track. Rate = $19.95.
should require complete
you get a resume as a Microsoft
information before sending
TRAVEL
WORD document on a disk & five
money for goods or services.
printed copies of your resume on
In addition, readers should
EUROPE- SUMMER ’98
quality paper Fax service available.
carefully investigate all finns
Please call (408) 365-3544.
$249 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Caribb - $2055249 RI’
offering employment listings
Evenings: 4pm-10pm.
HAWAII $119 o/w
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
CALL 800-8349192
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
http:, ’www.airbitch.org
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc For more info. please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
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Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

WORD PROCESSING

*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Protects.
Resunes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24. yrs Exp.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFF_SSChlk WCRD PROCF_SS/VG,
247-2681. 8arn-8prn.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
4 lines
$10
$6
$13
$11
$7
5 lines
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$8
line
$1 for each addrhonal
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BENTALISMESI

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995$1045/mo.
"TO BE A REAL MAN"
What does it take to be a real Call 288-9157.
man? Forget the stereotypes!
Being a man isn’t about machismo, 2 TERM. APARTMENT- $950/MO.
Secunty type building
its about discovenng your relation
Secure Parking
to God. This pamphlet tells
Close In
of men who were healed of
infidelity, prostate problems, Modem Building
laundry Room
and personal failure.
Chnstian Science Reading Room Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
Prerecorded info: 405867-8255.
(408) 295-6893.
GRADUATING?
Join your class in leaving a land
mark g,ift to SJSU by gjving $19.98
MAREILMAIM
to the Senior Class Gift today!
EVERGREEN AREA ROOM 4 Rea
Call 924-1137 for details.
$400/mo. 1/3 Larry & $200 dep.
Ilea shoerg. 2231692/2382626.

TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
Small World Schools has Part
Time and Full -Time, a.m. and
p.m., permanent and summer
positions available. Units in CD.
ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT If you are interested in working
Parks, forests, Wildlife Preserves, with a high quality child care TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Concessionaires. Firefighters. & company call 406379-3200 x21. sell discount subchptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
more. Competitive wages + beneFlexible hrs, 9arrY9pm. Downtown
fits. Ask us how! 517-324-3110 AIR FORCE ENGINEERING
near lightrail -4 blocks from SJSU.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ext. N60412
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
PHYSICS
Promotions 4940200.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CASHIERS & STOCKERS PT/FT
METEOROLOGY
Flexible hours, 5 min from SJSU.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES.
Central Cash & Carry
Women ages 21-29, healthy,
Call Gene @975-2480. M/F 9-4. The Air Force is seeking qualified
responsible, all nationalities.
technical specialists to assume
Give the gift of life!
SPEAK FRENCH Work in Provence immediate responsibilities. As an
Help a family and their 12 year old Air Force professional you can $3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Crinese & Japerese donors.
benefits
with
Bonus
fix
and
for 3-4 weeks in July, cooking, enjoy great pay
PLEASE CALL WWFC
cleaning, errands. Must be at 30 days of vacation with pay per
800-314-9996
least 21, have drivers license, year and opportunities to advance.
swim & speak French confidently. If your’re the technical best, talk
51.000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
to the Air Force at 800 -423 -USAF.
Call 1-415-771-2537.
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
one on one in company car. Good Lack ng for enerEgic, quality serace Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Free supplies. For details.
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad. onented individual! Sign sales for Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
send one stamp to: N-28,
Clean DMV. No Criminal Record. growing Co. in Commercial/Apts./ Immediate Openings Start Today!
12021 Wilshire BI., Suite 552.
No exper. nec. Training provided. Home Builders, Sales Exp. Pref.
Los Angeles, CA 90025.
SECURITY
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay. Must ono %Eric*. Exoelicnt Eienehts.
Full and Part Time Positions
New Directions Sign Service
999 W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
Swings
and
Weekends
Graves,
Drive
N300
365 Woodview
www .deluxed rivi ng. corn
Low key job sites
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
AUTO SERVICES
Will train
Fax: (408) 778-7392
YOU GET US CUSTOMERS, well
WADES DYNAMIC
Abcom Private Secunty
give you $5. Young telecommuniAUTO BODY REPAIR
408-247-4827
cations co. seeking self starters GROCERY
’Where quality is a must"
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
P/T. Call 1-888-4852158.
Specializing in minor and
accepting applications for part- DAYCARE TEACHERS. 13-8 school
mid-size damage Free detailing
WANTED: BAR STAFF @BIG UL’S time employment in the San Jose seeks responsible individuals for
Free pick up Free delivery
P/T. Flexible Fri & Sat. 511pm. & hilatas area. We ha.e immediate extended daycare. P/T in the
Fun atmosphere! Looking for openings for meat clerks, courtesy afternoon. No ECE units are Free estimates Insurance Work
All makes & models
people with positive attitudes! clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli required. Previous expenence with
We accept: Visa. Master Card.
clerks, Experience in a retail children preferred. Please contact
Call 408295-7469.
Discover & Amencan Express
environment is a plus. We are Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Phn: 408/287-8337
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors seeking fnendly, customer service
440 N. first St. #120 San Jose
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
wanted for summer day camp San oriented individuals. *Please see
up to $600/month!
Jose with emphasis on multicul- store director at 3251 So. White
Become a Sperm Donor.
tural. environmental and sports Road, San Jose or at 215 W.
programs for girls. Weekdays, Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mart Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
INSURANCE
June Aug. salary x bnfts. Contact Supermarkets is an equal oppor- Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Contact California Crycbank
Peg Chappars 408-287 4170eit, 258 tunity employer. We do pre-employOnly $57.00 per year.
1650-324 1900, M -F. 8-4:30.
ment drug testing,
Save 30% - 60%
SUMMER JOBS
on your dental needs.
SIGN PLACER
VALET PARKING Local company
For Teachers & Aides
For info call 1-800-6553225.
looking for people. Flexible
Looking for extra income?
Palo Alto School Distnct
Rex P.T. Wknd hrs. Will place sign schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
Child Development Centers.
AUTO INSURANCE
$15 per hour. 867-7275.
routes in San Jose area. Need
Excellent Pay.
Campus Insurance Service
reliable truck with insurance.
Regular & Substitute Positions
Special Student Programs
New Directions Sign Service
STUDENT Vor PRO THERAPISTS
Available. For information, call
Serving SJSU for 20 years
for Autistic girt $12+/hour, more
365 WoocMew Drive #300
650-856-0876.
for experience. Peld training. Part"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
time afternoons & weekends. -Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Call 1408)776.3916
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Please call 408/946-8211.
P/T- Elementary Schools.
’Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
Degree or Credential NOT Required. YMCA OF Soda Clara Valley now
CALL TODAY 296.5270
Opportunity for Teachng Expenence hinng for summer camp staff & bus TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
FREE QUOTE
dnvers. We offer Day Camps, Travel Elem. school age rec. program.
Need Car.
NO HASSLE
Voice Mail: (4081287 4170 ext. 408 Camps, Speciality Camps, Sports P/T from 2-6pm. M -F during the
NO OBLIGATION
Camps & much moe!!! Call the school year. Some P/T morning
FOE/ME
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
YMCA near you for man information. positions available from approx.
Central (San Jose) 408-298-1717, 7arn-11am.F/Tdunng summer day
TEACHERS STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Fun, Exciting, Developmental? Northwest (Cupertino) 408-257 7160, camp prog. Xlnt salary. no ECE
team.
Auto Insurance
our
Southwest (Saratoga) 408-370-1877. units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
We need you on
LOW RATES
South Valley (So. St 408.2269622. Dept. Call Wet at 3548700 x223
PT or Sub. Benefits. 247 4510.
SR 22’s on the Same Day
(Not available school year? Call for
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS Employment CAMP TAKA10 FOR BOYS, on Lorg summer ernpoy lifeguards, camp
Hiring Now - Bilingual
Opportunity. HOPE Rehabilitation Lake, Naples, Maine. Noted for leaders, pert &cultural arts camp).
(English/Spanish)
Services, a non profit agency picturesque location, exceptional
serving adults with developmental facilities. & outstanding programs. TEACHERS high quality, licensed
P1-ti: 408-2473734
disabilities is seeking to hire staff FREE TRAVEL. June 22-August 23. drop-in childcare centers for 2 12
FAX: 408-247 5417
for part time and full time post- Over 50 COUNSELOR positions in year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Tennis Lacrosse .Swimming
bons at our Clove Dnve site locatLOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Days. Eve, Weekends
ed in San Jose. Staff work with Golf .Sailing *Canoeing Scuba
Low Down / Monthly Payments
Archery Backpacking *Video Min 6 ECE required
clients in the classroom, vocational,
No Driver Refused
Team environment
and community environments to Woodviorkirg .Radio & Electronics
*Cancelled or Rejected
Benefits available
achieve individual goals. This is a Ceramics Fine Ms Secretanal
Dui *Suspended License
good opportunity to get practical Kachen Staff. Call Mike Sherbun Call Corp Office 260-7929.
*Accidents Tickets
experience in the field, and work at 800-250-8252 for additional
Immediate SR Rings
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
with a great group of clients and information.
Good Driver Discount
Education Award through Amen
staff. If you’re interested in learn
Non/Owner Operator
ing more about working for HOPE, MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT corps at the San Jose Conserva
call Valerie at 282 0460 or fax now accepting applications for tion Corps. Seeking sell motivated Ikan - 8prn, Monday- Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
your resume with a cover letter to servers. Fun Job! Please apply at individuals to work with ’at risk"
Call Us Now
youth for yearlong positions. High
HOPE Rehabilitation Services 617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
(408)
241-5400
required
&
ability
diploma
All
majors
School
welcome.
282 0476.
$1500 weekly potential mailing to get class B license. $6.25 ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS our circulars Free information. hourly plus benefits Full/Parttime
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE
available. Easy hours. Good Call 410-783 8272.
money. Ask for Mike. 261-1323.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

l’igt

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers’
For Sale
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
tlealtheeauty’
Sports/Throlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

’ Special student rates available for these classificetions. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
" Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ACROSS
I Play opener
5 Prepare
cabbage for
cole slaw
10 Keep a
straight 14 Leg part
15 Eucalyptus eater
16 Menacing as
the weather
17 Ukraine s
capital
18 Join
19 Hitchcock s -Window
20 Proiected
(a movie)
22 Thin pancake
23 Black
24 ’Scram,
26 Ballroom
number
29 Trick
33 Muddies the
waters
34 Reassures
35 Alphabet ender
36 Goad
37 In existence
38 - a not any
39 To the degree
40 In need of fixing
41 Make cloth
42 Nepal s capital
44 Backpacked
45 Psyche parts
46 Swallow
48 Chimes
51 Something In
dunk
55 Gate
56 Remove (fleece)
58 Two -wheeler
59 Fencing weapon
60 Rusted -out
ships
61 Bullfight cheers
62 Affectionate

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OMMO MOORE! MUM
MUM OUMON =On
IMMO 12100012 MOON
MOM
=MOM
MOMM MOM
MODOMORIO UUMMU
RIMU MOEN DRUMM
UMUM OIMMOU MUM
IMMO DOM= 000
MINIM MUM011000
MEM MUM
UMMOMOO
MUM
MOM OM= ODOM
MUM @BOOM GIUMM
MOO MOM@ UOIMEI
63 Robbery
64 Relax
DOWN
1 Inquires
2 Stylish
3 Wedding -cake
layer
4 Obtain by
cajolery
5 It smells’
6 Nectar
7 Plunder
8 Santa s helper
9 Calendar box
10 Wrinkle
11 Tommie of the
diamond
12 Applaud
13 ’Jane 21 Adams
grandson
22 Ocean fishes
24 Find the answer
25 Bring - the
bacon
26 Traveler s case

27 Millar artery
28 Type of table
29 Japanese
verse
30 Angler Walton
31 Boldness
32 Entered data
34 Lumps of (lay
:37 Florence s rro
311 Nextilaor
40 Pin so-,
Tory onPon,"
4:3 lhawerf
4h Drenches
47 Sausage
48 Red meat
49 Montreal
basehallei
50 Legal clwnn’
St Place i buy
Salami
52Cairosriver
53 Guitars
cousins
54 Toy iii
5, Quirt
57 Tint

MEM MIME =MU
UM= MUM= MIMI
ME= MEM MN=
IIMMEMOMM
MEM
ME= WHIM
dad=
IIMMIIMMEN
HEM MEM MEM
MEM MEM MEM
id= am= mom
MMINIMMEM
MEM=
MIME did=
IMAMS
MEMMEMMO
MOM &MEM MEM
WM= AMIN MEM
ME MINIM MN
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A look off any bridge over Coyote Creek enables one to see the amount of debris collected in the creek
due to human carelessness and waste. Earth Day is just another reminder that all garbage not properly
disposed of or recycled will flow to the Bay.

The Career Center goes mobile with
-;

Hot liner
Sun"’r
rinenter
career
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,
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At the Western Regional Fiber Recycling Center, located lust south of Spartan Stadium. San Jose reslarge amounts of papPr arid cardboard products for cash
,

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
sipuu. Stipend and Expenses
Bonus for Chinese and
Japatiew Donors.

San Jose Hillel invites you to a special
performance with Israeli World Musician,

YAIR
DikLAIL
an expert on ludeo- rabic music.
VVimidinesciamy
April 22, 19913
LA mil Ea Ira am rirmiTtoconrs
SJS ILI St am erit Union
12:00 PIVI

Lunch will be served!
Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

P4 4"d

and

Internships

See and Experience:
Internship Resource Bank
Jobs on the Net
CD demos

/\--7 @50

Walk-up career counselor advice
Resume critique service

United States it is
ostimated that a woman is
raped every 1 3 minutes
In the

Summer employer connections
See us

7O/1h, 41,1;

itietA)13
s.

^ Aso’

To participate in a healing
eppistunIty for people who have
been affected by
violence against women.

ytit
9th Street Plaza, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
4ro

The Clothesline Project
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Tuesday. April 7lith and Wednesday. April 21)M
In die Aft Quad. across Item the Student Union
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